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Abstract
The objective of pure-sampling quantum Monte Carlo is to calculate physical prop-
erties that are independent of the importance sampling function being employed in
the calculation, save for the mismatch of its nodal hypersurface with that of the ex-
act wave function. To achieve this objective, we describe a pure-sampling algorithm
that combines features of forward-walking methods of pure-sampling and reptation
quantum Monte Carlo. The importance sampling is performed by using a single-
determinant basis set composed of Slater-type orbitals. We implement our algorithm
by systematically increasing an algorithmic parameter until the properties sampled
from the electron distributions converge to statistically equivalent values, extrap-
olated in the limit of zero time-step. In doing so, we are able to unambiguously
determine the values for the ground-state fixed-node energies and one-electron prop-
erties of various molecules. These quantities are free from importance sampling bias,
population control bias, time-step bias, extrapolation-model bias, and the finite-field
approximation. We applied our algorithm to the ground-states of lithium hydride,
water and ethylene molecules, and found excellent agreement with the accepted liter-
ature values for the energy and a variety of other properties for those systems. Some
of our one-electron properties of ethylene had not been calculated before at any level
of theory. In a detailed comparison, we found reptation quantum Monte Carlo, our
closest competitor, to be less efficient by at least a factor of two. It requires different
sets of time-steps to accurately determine the ground-state energy and one-electron
properties, whereas our algorithm can achieve the same objective by using a single
set of time-step values.
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1 INTRODUCTION 1
1 Introduction
The conception of quantum mechanics in the early 20th century paved the way for
a new era in both experimental and theoretical physics. The ability of quantum
mechanics to explain previously-unsolved phenomena by what is now referred to as
classical physics and predict new observations was hailed as revolutionary. One such
famous problem that could not be explained by classical physics was the photoelectric
effect, observed by Heinrich Hertz in 1887 and explained by Albert Einstein in 1905
using quantum mechanics.1,2 Additionally, the Compton scattering experiment con-
ducted by Arthur Compton in 1923 could only be explained by quantum mechanics.3
The solutions to these problems produced the notion of wave-particle duality: light
can be treated as a collection of particles, called photons, and particles can exhibit
both wave-like and particle-like properties. Today, quantum mechanics is applied to
explain and predict phenomena not just in the field of physics but also in the fields
of chemistry, biology, and material science.
While quantum mechanics is a remarkable theory, it is not without its shortcom-
ings. There are relatively few systems that can be solved exactly using quantum
mechanics. The problem arises in the complexity of the mathematics required to
solve the Schro¨dinger equation, the mathematical backbone of quantum mechanics,
when it is applied to atoms, molecules, soft-matter and solid-state systems. As the
size of the system (e.g., number of electrons) grows, the equations associated with the
system become more difficult to solve analytically. To solve larger systems, initial at-
tempts involved using approximations, such as the variational method or perturbation
theory, to reduce the complexity of the associated equations. While these methods
provided us with a modest increase in the size of the system that could be treated
using quantum mechanics, they did so at the expense of the accuracy of the results.
Ultimately, these methods led to a deeper understanding of quantum mechanics, but
the goal of being able to solve any possible system analytically eludes us to this day.
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After coming to terms with our current inability to solve the Schro¨dinger equation
exactly, the next natural step was to develop approximation methods capable of giving
us a solution with desired accuracy. Surging technological advances in the field of high-
performance computing have greatly aided this approach by providing the necessary
computing power to implement these methods. One such widely-used and successful
method is called quantum Monte Carlo (QMC), which is an extension of the classical
Monte Carlo scheme applied to solve the Schro¨dinger equation.4–6
QMC is a set of computational methods used to study quantum systems that
can be described with a wave function, by obtaining the solution to the associated
Schro¨dinger equation. Fundamentally, it can be applied to study the ground7–9 or
excited8–11 states of any bosonic or fermionic system. Our discussion will focus on
methods that are used to study the ground-state of atoms and molecules. In many
cases, QMC methods not only solve the Schro¨dinger equation to obtain the energy but
also provide ways to estimate, or sample, various experimentally-important properties
such as the dipole moment, polarizabilities and vibrational frequencies.
Depending on the type of QMC method, the solution to the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion can yield either a mixed distribution of electrons, ΨΦ0, a pure distribution of
electrons, Φ20, or both. Here, Φ0 is the unknown, putatively exact ground-state wave
function. These distributions can be generated using an importance sampling func-
tion, Ψ, which guides electrons away from unimportant regions of space and towards
important ones. There are methods that can sample directly from Φ0, bypassing the
requirement for Ψ, but their range of application is currently limited.7 Except for
node-less systems, such as the hydrogen atom or the ground-state of helium atom,
these distributions are generated with a minimal bias originating from the mismatch
between the nodal hypersurface of the importance sampling function and that of the
exact ground-state wave function. The type of available distribution is important, be-
cause it dictates what properties can be obtained from it using importance sampling
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without underlying bias, except due to nodal errors.
Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) with importance sampling is the most widely-used
quantum Monte Carlo method.6,7 It is capable of sampling only from the mixed
distribution of electrons. Using DMC, only the fixed-node energy of the system can
be determined directly, albeit with a fixed-node bias and a time-step bias, which is
readily dealt with. Any property represented by an operator that does not commute
with the Hamiltonian is biased more severely. This is a direct result of DMC’s inability
to generate and sample from the pure distribution of electrons. The mixed estimate
of such a property Aˆ introduced in DMC, 〈Ψ|Aˆ|Φ0〉/〈Ψ|Φ0〉, yields degraded results
due to its inherent and large importance sampling function bias.12 The actual desired
result is given by 〈Φ0|Aˆ|Φ0〉/〈Φ0|Φ0〉.
Reptation quantum Monte Carlo (RQMC), originally developed by S. Baroni and
S. Moroni13, is a straight-forward and computationally-efficient method used to sam-
ple both mixed and pure distributions of electrons. Hence, RQMC can be used to
sample both the ground-state energy and ground-state properties associated with
operators that commute with the position operator.13 Furthermore, RQMC does not
suffer from importance sampling bias or walker population control bias, both of which
occur in DMC. Disadvantages of RQMC are a presence of a large, albeit controllable
time-step bias and a small, but uncontrollable bias stemming from sampling the in-
exact nodal hypersurface of the importance sampling function. These biases are not
inherent to RQMC alone, and in fact appear in DMC14 as well as its derivatives.
Additionally, a Metropolis-Hastings version of RQMC (RQMC-MH) was proposed by
Yuen et al.15 to ameliorate the failure of microscopic reversibility in the limit of zero
time-step and ensure the convergence to the intended distribution.
There are other methods beside quantum Monte Carlo that are designed to give
an approximate solution to the Schro¨dinger equation for atoms and molecules. Some
of these widely-used methods include Density Functional Theory (DFT)16–19, Cou-
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pled Cluster (CC)20–24, and Configuration Interaction (CI)25–29. QMC methods have
intrinsic disadvantages when compared to these methods, such as statistical error in
the calculations and various biases discussed previously. QMC methods also present a
big advantage over these methods. QMC is variationally-bound, requires insignificant
computational resources and has favourable scaling, but it does require a large in-
vestment of computing time. For the sake of comparison, QMC scales as O(s3), DFT
scales as O(s3)18, CC scales as O(s7)24 and CI, which is variationally-bound, scales
as O(s10)28. Here, s is the number of electrons in the atom or a molecule. Setting the
issue of accuracy aside, the scaling establishes limitations to the practical applica-
tions of these methods. QMC methods have the potential to be applied to very large
systems, such as molecular clusters, polymers and proteins, due to their favourable
scaling being on par with DFT. On the other hand, CC and CI methods are capable
of studying small molecules but they become too computationally infeasible when
applied to large systems, demanding exhaustive CPU and IO resources.
The algorithm presented in this work rests on a single, uncontrollable approxi-
mation: the fixed-node approximation, which plagues many other quantum Monte
Carlo methods.6,14,30–32 Recently, Booth et al.33 introduced a new QMC method that
takes elements from diffusion Monte Carlo and full Configuration Interaction (FCI)28
and does not rest upon the fixed-node approximation. In this method, they create
walkers with a positive or negative sign and evolve them in the Slater-determinant
space according to a set of steps: spawning (creating a walker), death (destroying a
walker) and annihilation (destroying a pair of walkers with opposite signs that are
found on the same determinant). They show that their method converges to the FCI
solution by using two independent estimators of the correlation energy and applying
it to multiple molecules. The only source of error in their calculation arises from the
incompleteness of the basis set, which can be ameliorated by using larger basis sets
and/or extrapolating towards the complete basis set limit.33 Their favourable memory
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requirements allow them to minimize this error and explore larger molecules. They
also show that their method can calculate excited states without a loss of efficiency.34
However, in common with FCI, their scope is still limited due to their dependence on
multiple, large basis sets and factorial scaling, albeit with a smaller pre-factor.33
This work focuses on a novel pure-sampling quantum Monte Carlo (PSQMC)35
method that is capable of sampling both mixed and pure distributions simultaneously
in order to estimate properties that are free from population control bias, importance
sampling bias, time-step bias, extrapolation-model bias and the finite-field approx-
imation. The results obtained using this method are of very high quality, both in
terms of accuracy and precision. The systematic approach that we take in this work
and the observed convergence of the results provides us with confidence in our choice
of algorithmic parameters. We show this by applying our new method to lithium
hydride, water and ethylene molecules to calculate their ground-state energies, elec-
tronic properties and polarizabilities. Furthermore, our results show that this method
is computationally superior to RQMC, its nearest competitor.
In the following section, we describe the theory behind our new pure-sampling
algorithm. Afterwards, we discuss the quantities that we calculated in this work and
present their respective estimators. Subsequently, we give an account of the method
that we used to establish the convergence of our algorithmic parameters. Next, we
present and discuss the results of our application and make a comparison with RQMC.
Finally, we conclude this work with some final remarks. The Appendices include key
derivations presented throughout this work and all relevant figures that were used to
calculate the results from our application.
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2 Theory
In this section we describe the theory behind our pure-sampling quantum Monte
Carlo (PSQMC) algorithm.35 The objective of our algorithm is to calculate various
physical properties of different molecules free of as much bias as possible. We accom-
plish this by successfully simulating a solution to a modified Schro¨dinger equation,
generating both mixed and pure distributions of electrons simultaneously and then
sampling them to obtain the desired properties. This is achieved by using drift and
diffusion moves, mathematical moves performed in imaginary time that do not carry
any physical significance, to generate main and sub paths consisting of electron config-
urations. After evoking a simple Metropolis decision, the sub paths allow sampling of
properties from the mixed distribution (at their ends) and pure distribution (at their
middle). The main path reduces the serial correlation of the electron configurations
where the pure distribution is sampled by providing an imaginary time separation
between them.
2.1 Modified Schro¨dinger Equation in Imaginary Time
As a first step towards achieving our objective, we introduce a modified version of
the Schro¨dinger equation expressed in imaginary time (t→ it) and atomic units:
−1
2
∇2f(r) +∇ · (f(r)F(r)) + (Eloc(r)− Etrial) f(r) = −∂f(r)
∂t
= 0 (1)
A solution to this equation is the mixed distribution:
f(r) = Ψ(r)Φ0(r) (2)
that is only obtainable in the limit of infinite imaginary time. A detailed derivation
of the modified Schro¨dinger equation and its solution can be found in Appendix 1.
In the equations written above, r is the set of 3n coordinates of n electrons. Ψ(r)
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is the importance sampling function, an approximate wave function used to guide
electrons away from unimportant regions of space and towards important regions,
consequently reducing the variance of simulated quantities. In a single-reference ap-
proach for closed-shell systems, such as the ones studied in this work, Ψ(r) is a
product of two Slater determinants, one of which contains all spin-up electrons and
the other contains all spin-down electrons. Φ0(r) is the unknown exact ground-state
wave function, albeit biased by the fixed-node approximation.
F(r) is the drift velocity (also known as quantum force) and it is defined as:
F(r) =
∇Ψ(r)
Ψ(r)
(3)
Eloc(x) is the local energy. It represents the energy of an electron configuration at
a specific instance of imaginary time. It is given by:
Eloc(r) =
HˆΨ(r)
Ψ(r)
(4)
where Hˆ is the molecular Hamiltonian within the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion36, expressed in atomic units as:
Hˆ = −1
2
n∑
i=1
∇2i −
N∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
Zi
|Ri − rj| +
n∑
i
n∑
j>i
1
|ri − rj| +
N∑
i
N∑
j>i
ZiZj
|Ri −Rj| (5)
Here, n and N are the number of electrons and nuclei in the molecule, respectively.
Z is the charge of a nucleus. r represents the position of an electron and R represents
the position of a nucleus.
Lastly, Etrial is the trial energy that corresponds to the exact ground-state energy
of the system. Our methodology does not depend on the value of Etrial, because the
factors that contain it cancel out exactly with each other (see Equation (20)).
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2.2 Evolution Through Imaginary Time
Recall that our solution to the Schro¨dinger equation is only valid in the limit of
infinite imaginary time. More formally, we can write f at any imaginary time t as:
f(r, t) = Ψ(r)Φ(r, t) (6)
In order to obtain our desired mixed distribution, Ψ(r)Φ0(r), we must find a way to
evolve Φ(r, t = 0) in imaginary time to achieve Φ(r, t→∞) = Φ0(r). To accomplish
this, we can express the time evolution of f(r, t) in integral form as:
f(r′, t+ τ) =
∫
G(r→ r′; τ)f(r, t)dr (7)
Here, τ is the time-step, a small fraction of imaginary time. G(r → r′; τ) is the
Green’s function (or propagator) that describes the transition probability of moving
a set of electron configurations from r to r′. It obeys the boundary condition G(r→
r′; 0) = δ(r′ − r). The problem is that an exact solution to this Green’s function is
not known. A remedy to this problem is to employ an approximate Green’s function.
We start by assuming that τ is small, the so-called short-time approximation, and
that for such τ the drift velocity is constant, F(r′) ≈ F(r). We can derive an approx-
imate short-time Green’s function by applying the Suzuki-Trotter expansion37,38 to
obtain the following equation:6,39
G(r→ r′; τ) ≈ (2piτ)− 32n e−τ
(
Eloc(r
′)+Eloc(r)
2
−Etrial
)
e−
(r′−r−τF(r))2
2τ (8)
This equation is a solution to Equation (1), accurate to second order in τ , although
the energy obtained using this equation is accurate to first order in τ .40 By evolving
the electron configuration in imaginary time using this equation and a very small
time-step, we will achieve our desired mixed distribution provided that the electron
distribution advanced through enough imaginary time (t→∞). Approximate short-
time Green’s functions of higher accuracy that reduce the time-step bias have been
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reported by our group in the past.41,42 However, the methodology reported in this
work makes the task of finding more accurate short-time Green’s functions obsolete.
The short-time Green’s function is simulated by implementing drift and diffusion
moves according to:
ri+1 = ri + τF(ri) +
√
τχ (9)
where τF(ri) is the drift term,
√
τχ is the diffusion term, and χ is a random num-
ber generated from a standard 3n-dimensional normal distribution. This process
generates variationally-distributed, Ψ2, configurations of electrons using these math-
ematical moves that have no underlying physical significance.
2.3 A Pure-sampling Quantum Monte Carlo Method
Starting with x0
a and using drift and diffusion moves described in the previous section,
we generate a path X, defined as:
X = {x−L, x−L+1, ..., x−1, x0, x1, ..., xL−1, xL} (10)
Here, each xi is a set of 3n electron coordinates and is a random sample from the
variational distribution. The path is generated starting from x0 and doing two sets
of L drift and diffusion moves. The total length of path X is 2L+ 1 and the middle
is defined at x0. We wish to sample from the target distribution of this path, which
we take to be:
Πˆ(X) ∝ G(x−L+1 → x−L; τ)...G(x−1 → x−2; τ)G(x0 → x−1; τ)Ψ2(x0)
×G(x0 → x1; τ)G(x1 → x2; τ)...G(xL−1 → xL; τ)e−S(X) (11)
aThe initial electron configuration, x0, used in the first iteration of our algorithm is generated
pseudo-randomly. Each subsequent x0 comes from the path that is chosen by the Metropolis decision
(see Equation (20)). Furthermore, the entire path X is never generated from scratch again, thereby
increasing the computational efficiency of the algorithm by only requiring the new paths Z and Y
to be generated at each subsequent iteration (see Figure 1).
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where
G(x→ x′; τ) ∝ exp
[
−1
2τ
∣∣∣∣x′ − x− τ∇Ψ(x)Ψ(x)
∣∣∣∣2
]
(12)
is the Green’s function associated with the drift and diffusion movesb, and
S(X) = τ
[
1
2
Eloc(x−L) +
L−1∑
i=−L+1
Eloc(xi) + Eloc(x0) +
1
2
Eloc(xL)
]
(13)
is the sum of the local energies accumulated across the path. The individual local
energies are calculated using Equation (4).
The formalism of path X, the target distribution, and the Green’s function pre-
sented thus far are not unique to our method alone. They appear in other quantum
Monte Carlo methods that are capable of pure sampling, such as reptation quantum
Monte Carlo (RQMC)13,15 and path integral ground state (PIGS)43–45. However, the
rest of the formalism that follows separates us from these and other existing methods.
In order to sample from Πˆ(X), we generate a new path Y from X using an
intermediate path Z. The importance of this intermediate path will be discussed at
the end of this section. This procedure of generating Y is as follows. First, using the
middle of X, x0, as our starting point, do L drift and diffusion moves to generate Z,
defined as:
Z = {z1, z2, ..., zL−1, zL} (14)
Next, starting at zL and using a single drift and diffusion move, generate a new middle
y0. Finally, starting at the new middle, y0, do two sets of L drift and diffusion moves
to generate the rest of path Y , denoted as:
Y = {y−L, y−L+1, ..., y−1, y0, y1, ..., yL−1, yL} (15)
bEquation (12) is a simplified form of Equation (8), where all the constant terms are collected into
the proportionality sign. Using Equation (12), instead of Equation (8), in the derivation presented
in this section will yield an identical answer, because the constant terms will cancel out exactly upon
substitution. This is also the reason as to why our methodology does not depend on the value of
Etrial (see Equation (20)), precisely because it is one of these factors that cancel out exactly.
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Similarly to X, our new path Y has the following target distribution:
Πˆ(Y ) ∝ G(y−L+1 → y−L; τ)...G(y−1 → y−2; τ)G(y0 → y−1; τ)Ψ2(y0)
×G(y0 → y1; τ)G(y1 → y2; τ)...G(yL−1 → yL; τ)e−S(Y ) (16)
The entire process of generating X starting with an initial x0, followed by making Z
from X and finally producing Y from Z is displayed below, in Figure 1. Now that
we have both X and Y , we can attempt to sample from the target distributions.
... ...x−L x−L+1 x−1 x0 x1 xL−1 xL
... ...y−L y−L+1 y−1 y0 y1 yL−1 yL
z1
zL
...
Figure 1: Visual representation of the process used to generate X and Y in our
methodology. Path X is generated from x0. Intermediate path Z is generated starting
from x0 as well. Path Y is generated starting from zL. All the moves are done using
drift and diffusion. The paths are shown running in either vertical or horizontal
direction for the sake of illustration. They can actually run in any direction and may
even cross each other.
To perform our sampling, we must choose whether to accept Y or reject it and
keep X. This is done by using the so-called Metropolis decision, written in the most
general form as:
A(X → Y ) = min
{
1,
Πˆ(Y )W (Y → X)
Πˆ(X)W (X → Y )
}
(17)
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We know precisely what our target distributions, Πˆ(X) and Πˆ(Y ), are. In order to
obtain a Metropolis decision however, we need to write down the proposal densities,
W (X → Y ) and W (Y → X), associated with moving from X to Y and from Y to
X, respectively. The proposal density for moving from X to Y can be written as:
W (X → Y ) = G(x0 → z1; τ)G(z1 → z2; τ)...G(zL−1 → zL; τ)G(zL → y0; τ)
×G(y0 → y−1; τ)G(y−1 → y−2; τ)...G(y−L+1 → y−L; τ) (18)
×G(y0 → y1; τ)G(y1 → y2; τ)...G(yL−1 → yL; τ)
Similarly, the proposal density for moving from Y to X can be expressed as:
W (Y → X) = G(y0 → zL; τ)G(zL → zL−1; τ)...G(z2 → z1; τ)G(z1 → x0; τ)
×G(x0 → x−1; τ)G(x−1 → x−2; τ)...G(x−L+1 → x−L; τ) (19)
×G(x0 → x1; τ)G(x1 → x2; τ)...G(xL−1 → xL; τ)
Substituting the expressions for the target distributions of X and Y along with
their corresponding proposal densities into Equation (17), we can express the Metropo-
lis decision in the following form:
A(X → Y ) = min
{
1,
Ψ2(y0)G(y0 → zL; τ)G(zL → zL−1; τ)...G(z2 → z1; τ)G(z1 → x0; τ)e−S(Y )
Ψ2(x0)G(x0 → z1; τ)G(z1 → z2; τ)...G(zL−1 → zL; τ)G(zL → y0; τ)e−S(X)
}
(20)
Although some of the Green’s functions have cancelled upon substitution, thereby
reducing the complexity of the Metropolis decision, some have remained. We can
further reduce Equation (20) by assuming microscopic reversibility, which is valid
only for small τ c,
Ψ2(x)G(x→ x′; τ) = Ψ2(x′)G(x′ → x; τ) (21)
cThe assumption of microscopic reversibility holds true only in the limit of zero time-step. This
is analogous to our calculations of the ground-state energy and other properties: they also hold true
only in the limit of vanishing time-step. We meet this criterion by extrapolating our results in the
limit of zero time-step and producing results free of time-step bias.
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Assuming microscopic reversibility along path Z, such that:
Ψ2(x0)G(x0 → z1; τ) = Ψ2(z1)G(z1 → x0; τ)
Ψ2(z1)G(z1 → z2; τ) = Ψ2(z2)G(z2 → z1; τ)
· · ·
Ψ2(zL)G(zL → y0; τ) = Ψ2(y0)G(y0 → zL; τ)
we derive the following expression:
Ψ2(x0)G(x0 → z1; τ)G(z1 → z2; τ)...G(zL−1 → zL; τ)G(zL → y0; τ) =
Ψ2(y0)G(y0 → zL; τ)G(zL → zL−1; τ)...G(z2 → z1; τ)G(z1 → x0; τ) (22)
Substituting this result into Equation (20), we obtain the simplified expression for
our Metropolis decision in its final form:
A(X → Y ) = min{1, eS(X)−S(Y )} (23)
We employ this Metropolis decision to choose whether we want to accept Y or
reject it and keep X instead. If Y is accepted, it is immediately re-labelled as X in
order to be used in the next iteration of the algorithm. After the Metropolis decision,
the algorithm generates a pure distribution, Φ20, at the middle of the path, and mixed
distributions, ΨΦ0, at the ends. This is shown in Figure 2.
... ...x−L x−L+1 x−1 x0 x1 xL−1 xL
ΨΦ0 ΨΦ0Φ
2
0
Figure 2: Schematic representation of an electron distribution along a path selected
using the Metropolis decision. The algorithm generates a pure distribution, Φ20, at
the middle of the path and mixed distributions, ΨΦ0, at the ends.
When a new path is generated using drift and diffusion moves, the distribution
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along this path is entirely variational, Ψ2. The Metropolis decision is used to either
accept the new path or reject it and keep the old path. It provides a statistical
weight proportional to Φ0/Ψ to the ends of the chosen path, allowing one to sample
from the mixed distribution, ΨΦ0, at those locations. This mixed distribution is the
solution to our modified Schro¨dinger equation and we can sample it to recover the
fixed-node energy. Similarly, the Metropolis decision provides a statistical weight
proportional to (Φ0/Ψ)2 to the middle of the chosen path, permitting one to sample
from the pure distribution, Φ20, at that location. We sample the pure distribution to
calculate various electronic properties that are represented by operators that do not
commute with the Hamiltonian and described in detail in the following section. This
process of providing statistical weights to the variational distribution was originally
presented by Liu and co-workers.46
At this point, let us discuss the significance of the intermediate path Z that
links paths X and Y . While its electron configurations do not appear in the final
Metropolis decision, it nonetheless serves two vital purposes. First, it allows us to
reduce the Metropolis decision to its final form, given by Equation (23). Second,
it introduces sufficient separation in imaginary time between two paths, X and Y ,
to reduce the serial correlation of sampled properties whenever path Y is accepted.
Finally, by setting the length of Z equal to that of X and Y , our algorithm has a
single parameter that is readily optimized.
We demonstrated that by doing a sequence of small moves in imaginary time
and evoking the Metropolis decision we can sample the mixed and pure distributions
of electrons to determine the ground-state energy and properties, respectively. Our
proposed solution has two inherent biases: it is only valid in the limit of zero time-
step and infinite imaginary time. To remove these biases, we perform simulations
for a range of different time-steps, each having a path that contains the electron
configurations of different length. After sampling our properties, we extrapolate them
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in the limit of zero-time step, thereby removing the biases by approaching the limit
of zero time-step and infinite imaginary (simulation) time.
2.4 Fixed-node Approximation
In principle, our proposed method of solving the Schro¨dinger equation should yield
the exact ground-state energy and electronic properties. However, upon its imple-
mentation, we run into the famous fermion sign problem.32 The wave function of a
multi-electron system must be antisymmetric (i.e., it must change sign) under the
exchange of any two electrons with the same spin, albeit with an exception of some
simple electronic systems such as the helium singlet. Furthermore, such a wave func-
tion can have exchange nodes: instances when the wave function is equal to zero
for specific locations of electrons with the same spin. These conditions give rise to
a nodal hypersurface: positive and negative regions within the wave function that
are separated by nodes. The exact nodal hypersurface of a wave function can only
be obtained from a complete solution of the Schro¨dinger equation, but some of its
mathematical properties are known.6,14,30–32,47–50
The fact that we do not know the exact nodal hypersurface of a wave function
a priori leads to a problem. In our PSQMC method, the mixed distribution, ΨΦ0,
must be positive definite everywhere. Whenever two electrons with the same spin
exchange their positions, Ψ will change sign to preserve its antisymmetry, thereby
making the mixed distribution negative. To ameliorate this problem, we introduce
the fixed-node approximation by imposing the nodes of Ψ onto Φ0.
6,14,30–32 Therefore,
whenever Ψ changes sign Φ0 must also change sign, ensuring that the mixed distribu-
tion is positive definite everywhere. We denote the ground-state wave function within
the fixed-node approximation by ΦFN . Since ΦFN has the same nodal structure as
Ψ, which may not be exact, the accuracy of our method depends on the quality of
the nodal structure of Ψ.
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Using the variational principle, we can show that the fixed-node energy is an upper
bound to the exact ground-state energy:39
EFN =
〈ΦFN |Hˆ|ΦFN〉
〈ΦFN |ΦFN〉 ≥ E0 (24)
The energies reported by us in this work are the fixed-node ground-state energies,
which are an upper bound to the exact ground-state energy.
2.5 Estimating the Energy
Our algorithm provides us with a straight-forward method to compute the fixed-node
energy of a system in the ground-state. This is done by sampling the local energy
from a mixed distribution of electrons and averaging it over the number of iterations
of the algorithm. Formally, the energy calculated from a mixed distribution is given
by the following equation (the derivation of which can be found in Appendix 2):
EFN =
1
I
I∑
i=1
Eloc(ri) (25)
where I is the number of iterations of the algorithm and the local energy, Eloc, is
calculated using Equation (4) from a mixed distribution of electrons ri.
Furthermore, our methodology has two independent locationsd along the selected
path where we can perform sampling from the mixed distribution. We can utilize
both of them to provide a more accurate sample of the fixed-node energy by taking
their average. Thus, our final expression for the fixed-node energy is:
EFN =
1
I
I∑
i=1
Eloc(x−L,i) + Eloc(xL,i)
2
(26)
where I is the number of iterations of the algorithm and the local energy, Eloc, is
dThey are independent provided there is a sufficient separation in imaginary time. This can be
achieved by having a large-enough value of L. Conversely, having a small L would not guarantee
their independence and the extreme case of L = 1 would suggest that we are sampling from a
distribution that is close to a variational distribution.
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sampled from the selected path at two locations, x−L,i and xL,i, simultaneously. This
technique provides us with a very good estimate of the fixed-node energy, as evident
by our results.
2.6 Truncations
We do not employ a Jastrow function51 to account for the electron-electron and
electron-nucleus cusp conditions (1/r type singularities formed when two Coulomb
particles come close to each other). To avoid unreasonable drift and diffusion moves
and absurd values of local energies, we introduce truncations that depend on the
time-step, so that their associated biases vanish as the time-step approaches zero.52 In
addition, time-step bias present in the Green’s function (Equation (8)) and bias from
the assumption of microscopic reversibility also vanish in that limit. The respective
truncations are given by:
Fα =
 Fα if |Fα| ≤
1/τ
sign[1/τ, Fα] otherwise
(27)
and
(Eloc − ET ) =
 (Eloc − ET ) if |Eloc − ET | ≤
1/τ
sign[1/τ, (Eloc − ET )] otherwise
(28)
where the Greek letter subscript α represents the Cartesian coordinates x, y or z. Fα
is a component of the drift velocity given by Equation (3) and τ is the time-step. ET
is the trial energy cutoff that was set to −8.0 Eh for lithium hydride, −76.0 Eh for
water and −78.0 Eh for ethylene. The energy cutoff is not sensitive to the choice of
ET . In practice these cutoffs are rarely evoked.
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3 Electronic Properties
Calculating properties of experimental importance, such as the dipole moment, is
extremely straight-forward in our methodology. This is due to our ability to generate
and sample the pure distribution of electrons at the middle of the selected path. We
can sample any property, which commutes with the position operator, from the pure
distribution using the following formula:
〈Aˆ〉 = 1
I
I∑
i=1
Aˆ(x0,i) (29)
where I is the number of iterations of the algorithm and Aˆ is the property of interest
sampled from the pure distribution located at x0,i. The properties explored by us
in this work are described in detail below. There is a multitude of other properties
that can be calculated from the pure distribution using our algorithm, which were
not explored due to time constrains.
3.1 Electric Moments
Consider a system of charged particles that is overall electrically neutral, but con-
tains within itself a group of positively-charged particles at one end and a group of
negatively-charged particles at the opposite end. Such a system is an electric dipole
that has an electric dipole moment, a quantity that measures the degree of separation
of positive and negative charges inside the system. The dipole moment is said to be
permanent if it arises from a static configuration of charged particles in the system,
or induced if it stems from an applied external electric field.
An asymmetrical molecule that has a permanent dipole moment due to the ar-
rangement of its atoms is called a polar molecule. Polar molecules can interact
with each-other via attraction between their oppositely-charged regions. This ef-
fect is called the dipole-dipole interaction. Water molecule is a good example of this.
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The oxygen atom in the water molecule is more negative than the hydrogen atoms.
Thus, individual water molecules can form a so-called hydrogen bond with each other
through the dipole-dipole interaction between the oxygen atom on one molecule and a
hydrogen atom on another molecule. This effect gives rise to many unique properties
of water.
Mathematically, the dipole moment arises from an expansion of the electric po-
tential for a system of charged particles. This expansion produces other important
terms besides the dipole moment. Using Buckingham’s notation53, we can write down
equations that define the dipole (µ), quadrupole (Θ) and octupole (Ω) moments in
the following form:
µα =
∑
i
qiriα (30)
Θαβ =
1
2
∑
i
qi
(
3riαriβ − r2i δαβ
)
(31)
Ωαβγ =
1
2
∑
i
qi
(
5riαriβriγ − r2i (riαδβγ + riβδγα + riγδαβ)
)
(32)
Here, the Greek letter subscripts α, β and γ represent the Cartesian coordinates x, y
or z. The summations occur over all charged particles in the molecule, both electrons
and nuclei: qi represents the charge of the i
th particle and ri denotes its position
with respect to the centre of mass of the molecule. Furthermore, Θαβ and Ωαβγ are
symmetric under the interchange of their indices.
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(a) lithium hydride
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(b) water
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(c) ethylene
Figure 3: Illustration of geometries for (a) lithium hydride, (b) water and (c) ethylene.
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Due to the symmetry of lithium hydride, the only non-zero component of the
dipole moment is µz. The following tensor properties
54 for Θ and Ω apply to lithium
hydride:
Θxx = Θyy,Θzz = − (Θxx + Θyy) = −2Θxx (33)
Ωxxz = Ωyyz,Ωzzz = − (Ωxxz + Ωyyz) = −2Ωxxz (34)
There is a similar set of rules that apply to the water molecule. Due to its
symmetry, µz is the only non-zero component of the dipole moment. The following
tensor properties54 for Θ and Ω apply to the water molecule:
Θzz = − (Θxx + Θyy) (35)
Ωzzz = − (Ωxxz + Ωyyz) (36)
Due to the symmetry of the ethylene molecule, its dipole and octupole moments
are both zero. The following tensor property54 for Θ applies to the ethylene molecule:
Θzz = − (Θxx + Θyy) (37)
In our work, the components of all electric moments are calculated independently.
Therefore, the aforementioned symmetry requirements can be useful in various im-
portant ways. We can confirm the validity of our results by checking to see if they
obey the symmetry rules. Furthermore, we can improve the quality of our results
by taking a variance-weighted average of symmetry-equivalent components, where
applicable. For example, our result for Θxx of lithium hydride is obtained from a
variance-weighted average of Θxx and Θyy.
3.2 Diamagnetic Shielding and Susceptibility
Another set of properties that we examine are the diamagnetic shielding and diamag-
netic susceptibility, expressed by Equations (38) and (39), respectively. We do not
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calculate their paramagnetic contributions since we do not extract the excited-state
energies of molecules in this work.
1/rA =
n∑
i
1
|ri −RA| (38)
r2 =
n∑
i
|ri −RCM |2 (39)
Here, n is the number of electrons in the molecule. RA is the location of the nucleus A
for which the diamagnetic shielding is being calculated. RCM represents the location
of the centre of mass.
3.3 Electric Fields and Electric Field Gradients
In a molecule at equilibrium geometry, the total electric field felt by each nucleus is
zero. We can examine the quality of our results and the accuracy of chosen geometry
by calculating the electric fields and observing any significant deviations from zero. In
addition, we study electric field gradients that measure the rate at which the electric
field changes at a location of a specific nucleus. We can compare them to known
quantities and report previously-unknown ones. One can use electric field gradients
to calculate the quadrupole coupling constant, a useful experimental quantity, by
combining it with a nuclear quadrupole moment.55
The expressions for the intramolecular electric fields and electric field gradients
are given by Equations (40) and (41), respectively.
qα/r3A = −
N∑
i=1
i 6=A
Zi (Riα −RAα)
|Ri −RA|3
+
n∑
i=1∼
(riα −RAα)
|ri −RA|3
(40)
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qA(αβ) = −
N∑
i=1
i 6=A
Zi
[
3 (Riα −RAα) (Riβ −RAβ)− δαβ |Ri −RA|2
]
|Ri −RA|5
(41)
+
n∑
i=1∼
[
3 (riα −RAα) (riβ −RAβ)− δαβ |ri −RA|2
]
|ri −RA|5
Again, the Greek letter subscripts α and β represent the Cartesian coordinates x,
y or z. Variable A represents the nucleus for which the quantities are being calcu-
lated. N and n are the number of nuclei and electrons in the molecule, respectively.
The ∼ symbol on the bottom of the sum indicates that the 1/r type singularity has
been replaced with an appropriate truncation, described as follows.
When we calculate the electric fields, we replace 1/r3 by 5/23 whenever r ≤ ,
where r = |ri −RA| and  = 2τ 1/3, a small τ -dependent number. Similarly, when
we calculate the electric field gradients, we replace 1/r5 by 7/25 whenever r ≤ .
These truncations reduce the variance of simulated properties by several orders of
magnitude.56 Furthermore, they are designed to vanish in the τ → 0 limit, so that
they do not introduce any bias into the extrapolated values.
3.4 Polarizabilities
Electric polarizability describes the affinity of a charge distribution to be distorted by
an applied electric field. When a charge distribution experiences an external electric
field, an induced dipole moment is created, whose magnitude is proportional to the
polarizability and the size of the field. Polarizability sheds light on the understand-
ing of intermolecular interactions between nonpolar atoms or molecules and polar
ones that are either charged or have a permanent dipole moment. The appearance
of the induced dipole moment in nonpolar molecules allows them to interact with
their neighbours via London dispersion forces (intermolecular forces that arise due to
instantaneous interactions between induced dipole moments). We calculate the com-
ponents of the static α polarizability using the same method we employed previously
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in the context of reptation quantum Monte Carlo.57
The components of the static α polarizability are given by the following equation:
ααβ = τcum({µα}, µβ) (42)
where the Greek letter subscripts α and β represent the Cartesian coordinates x, y
or z and τ is the time-step. The cumulant is defined as:
cum(A,B) = ([A− A] · [B −B]) (43)
where the bar represents an average value. The dipole moment enclosed in curly
brackets is calculated using:
{µi} =
L∑
l=−L
µi(xl) + µi(x0) (44)
where the individual dipole moments µi are sampled from electron configurations xl
along the accepted path X, which has a total length of 2L + 1 (refer to Figure 2 for
details).
It is important to observe that the above formalism is free from the finite-field
approximation, which is sometimes used to estimate the energy change caused by an
external field. This point is critically important in the context of stochastic estimation
of polarizabilities, where such an approach may be confounded by random fluctuations
of the simulated energy.
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4 Results and Discussion
We applied our newly-developed pure-sampling quantum Monte Carlo (PSQMC)
method to lithium hydride, water and ethylene molecules, and calculated their ground-
state energies and electronic properties within the fixed-node approximation.35 A
single-determinant importance sampling function with a QZ4P STO basis set was gen-
erated using Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF)58–60 software for each molecule.
The calculations were carried out using experimental geometries at various time-steps
and path-lengths (these details are specified below for each molecule in its respective
section). As we decreased the time-step, we increased the path-length using Equa-
tion (45) for lithium hydride and water, and Equation (46) for ethylene.
L(τ) = L0
(τ0
τ
)3/2
(45)
L(τ) = L0
(τ0
τ
)
(46)
where L0 is the initial (smallest) path-length and τ0 is the initial (largest) time-step.
Note that the path-length (L) increases as the time-step (τ) decreases from the τ0
value, approaching infinity as τ approaches zero. This gives rise to nearly constant
error bars on the properties for the entire range of time-steps.
Figures 4, 7 and 9 display plots of the ground-state energy of lithium hydride, wa-
ter and ethylene molecules, respectively, as a function of time-step and path-length
parameter (L0). These plots were generated as follows: As L0 is systematically in-
creased, a regression model is chosen such that its τ = 0 intercept (determined using
variance-weighted regression) is as consistent as possible with that of the previous L0.
As the path-length increases and passes a critical value, L0 = 41 for lithium hydride,
L0 = 151 for water and L0 = 60 for ethylene, the ground-state energy converges to
a consistent value. Any further increase of the path-length beyond a critical value
yields equivalent results, albeit with an increased computational cost associated with
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an increased number of electron configurations being generated along the paths.
While performing multiple runs with different path-length parameters that ex-
tend beyond a critical value may seem redundant, the observed convergence instils
confidence in our choice of L0. Furthermore, variance-weighted averaging of con-
verged results provides us with an accurate estimate of the property that is free from
time-step and regression-model biases. In addition, the convergence exhibited by the
ground-state energy is also demonstrated by all ground-state electronic properties
that we report in this work, which are calculated using the same approach. When
calculating properties, the path-lengths at which the ground-state energy did not
converge are discarded. To our knowledge, this feature of our approach is not present
in any other quantum Monte Carlo method.
4.1 Application to Lithium Hydride
Table 1: Ground-state energy and dipole moment of lithium hydride in the limit of
zero time-step (τ) and as a function of path-length parameter (L0). All entries are in
atomic units (a.u.).
L0 E0 µz
11 −8.06090(64)† 2.3498(21)‡
21 −8.06643(83)† 2.3515(36)‡
31 −8.06896(31)† 2.3501(16)‡
41 −8.07011(96) 2.3373(63)†
51 −8.07060(57) 2.3433(11)†
101 −8.07043(119) 2.3299(30)†
151 −8.07093(90) 2.3279(17)†
201 −8.07085(38) 2.3096(42)
251 −8.07033(140) 2.3058(39)
301 −8.07074(152) 2.3055(33)
Average∗ −8.07070(27) 2.3067(22)
† Not included in the weighted average due to a lack of convergence with the rest of the data.
‡ Not included in the weighted average because the ground-state energy at this path-length did not
converge.
∗ Variance-weighted average of the property for all included path-lengths. These properties and
their corresponding literature values are also quoted in Table 2.
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Figure 4: Ground-state energy of lithium hydride as a function of the initial path-
length parameter (L0). Path-lengths increase as time-steps decrease in accordance
with Equation (45), where τ0 = 0.012 a.u. Convergence occurs for L0 = 41 . . . 301[50].
For each path-length parameter in our calculations for lithium hydride, we per-
formed 100 independent runs with 20 000 iterations per run and with an additional
5 000 iterations thrown out for the purpose of equilibration. We used experimental
geometry from Reference 61 in our calculations. Table 2 contains our results for
lithium hydride. The ground-state energy was calculated by variance-weighted aver-
aging of converged results from eight separate values of the path-length parameter,
L0 = 41 . . . 301[50]; see Figure 4 and Table 1 for details. The ground-state energy
is in excellent agreement with the literature and agrees exactly with Nemec et al.,62
who used an identical trial wave function.
Similarly, the dipole moment was obtained by variance-weighted averaging of
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Figure 5: Dipole moment of lithium hydride as a function of the initial path-length
parameter (L0). Path-lengths increase as time-steps decrease in accordance with
Equation (45), where τ0 = 0.012 a.u. Convergence occurs for L0 = 201 . . . 301[50].
converged results from three distinct values of the path-length parameter, L0 =
201 . . . 301[50]; see Figure 5 and Table 1 for details. The dipole moment agrees
with the theoretical and experimentally-determined literature values. The figures
illustrating the convergence of the remaining electronic properties of lithium hydride
are shown in Appendix 3. The quadrupole moment, octupole moment, diamagnetic
shielding and diamagnetic susceptibility are in good agreement with their literature
counterparts. The electric fields agree with their theoretical values, albeit with an ex-
ception of the z component on the lithium nucleus, which may reflect the fact that we
used an experimental geometry rather than a geometry that minimizes the Hartree-
Fock energy of the importance sampling function. The electric field gradients on the
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Figure 6: Dipole moment of lithium hydride as a function of the initial path-length
parameter (L0). Path-lengths increase as time-steps decrease in accordance with
Equation (45), where τ0 = 0.012 a.u. Convergence occurs for L0 = 201 . . . 301[50].
No regression model can adequately fit the data for L0 = 351: — linear fit; - - -
quadratic fit; · · · cubic fit.
nuclei are in excellent agreement with both theoretical and experimental literature
values. Finally, our static α polarizability is in excellent agreement with high-level
theory, improving upon our previous Metropolis-Hastings reptation quantum Monte
Carlo (RQMC-MH) results.57
There is a limit to how much one can increase L0 past its critical value. Beyond
that limit, no regression model can be found to adequately fit the data. We attribute
this instability to doing Metropolis branching 7 (using the Metropolis decision to ac-
cept a path and sample properties from its marginal distribution) with branching
factors accumulated over a path that is too long. This is analogous to doing weight
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branching in diffusion Monte Carlo with too many accumulated branching factors.63
An example is L0 = 351 for calculating the dipole moment of lithium hydride. Here,
L(τ = 0.002) = 5159 and the Metropolis decision is based upon accumulating 10 320
branching factors; see Equations (13) and (45). The resulting numerical instability
is obvious upon inspection of Figure 6, where this data cannot be adequately fit by
variance-weighted regression.
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Table 2: Ground-state energy and electronic properties of lithium hydride. All entries
are in atomic units (a.u.).
Property PSQMC Bouncea RQMC-MHb Literature
E0 −8.0707(3) −8.073(2) −8.0701(4) −8.0704(2)c, −8.070553(5)d
µz 2.307(2) 2.35(3) 2.291(6) 2.2939
e, 2.3140f , 2.314(1)g
Θxx 1.558(5) 1.67(5) 1.55(2) 1.5485
e, 1.554h
Θzz −3.11(1) −3.33(8) −3.10(3) −3.097e, −3.108h
Ωxxz −2.80(2) −3.72(29) −2.75(7) −2.84(2)i, −2.9031j
Ωzzz 5.61(2) 7.35(31) 5.50(14) 5.68(2)
i, 5.8062j
〈1/rLi〉e 6.085(3) 6.078(2) 5.912(4) 6.08k
〈1/rH〉e 2.2366(8) 2.24(1) 2.231(2) 2.73k
〈r2〉e 22.300(6) 22.62(16) 22.28(4) 22.596l
〈qx/r3Li〉 −0.002(2) 0.002(4) −0.0002(3) 0.0
〈qy/r3Li〉 −0.002(2) −0.002(4) −0.0001(3) 0.0
〈qz/r3Li〉 0.026(2) 0.011(6) 0.0010(8) 0.0
〈qx/r3H〉 −0.0010(8) −0.008(5) 0.0002(4) 0.0
〈qy/r3H〉 −0.0006(4) 0.002(2) −0.0003(4) 0.0
〈qz/r3H〉 0.003(1) 0.003(8) 0.018(3) 0.0
qLi(xx) 0.021(3) 0.019(7) 0.0202(5) 0.02017
m, 0.0204(1)n
qLi(zz) −0.040(3) −0.03(3) −0.0404(7) −0.04034m, −0.0408(1)n
qH(xx) −0.025(1) −0.025(4) −0.024(2) −0.02611m, −0.0246(1)n
qH(zz) 0.052(2) 0.052(6) 0.050(4) 0.05222
m, 0.0491(1)n
αxx 29.6(2) — 27.92(4) 29.57
e, 30.9(4)i, 29.76j
αzz 24.5(7) — 23.6(2) 25.79
e, 24.6(4)i, 26.36j
a Bounce quantum Monte Carlo, Reference 64.
b Reptation quantum Monte Carlo, Reference 57.
c Diffusion quantum Monte Carlo, Reference 62.
d Explicitly correlated Gaussian (ECG), Reference 65.
e Explicitly correlated coupled cluster (CCSD(T)-R12), Reference 66. The value for Θxx is
calculated from Θzz.
f Explicitly correlated Gaussian (ECG), Reference 67.
g Experiment, Reference 68.
h Doubly substituted coupled cluster (CCD/BO), Reference 69. The value for Θxx is calculated
from Θzz.
i Diffusion quantum Monte Carlo, Reference 56. The value for Ωxxz is calculated from Ωzzz.
j MC SCF, Reference 70. The value for Ωxxz is calculated from Ωzzz.
k SCF, Reference 71.
l SCF, Reference 72.
m SCF, Reference 73.
n Experiment, References 68 and 74.
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4.2 Application to Water
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Figure 7: Ground-state energy of water as a function of the initial path-length pa-
rameter (L0). Path-lengths increase as time-steps decrease in accordance with Equa-
tion (45), where τ0 = 0.0012 a.u. Convergence occurs for L0 = 151 . . . 301[50].
In our calculations for water, we performed 100 independent runs with 5 000 iter-
ations per run and with an additional 1 000 iterations thrown out for the purpose of
equilibration for each path-length parameter. We used experimental geometry from
Reference 75. Our results for water are enclosed in Table 5. The ground-state energy
and dipole moment were calculated by variance-weighted averaging of converged re-
sults from four separate values of the path-length parameter, L0 = 151 . . . 301[50]; see
Figures 7 and 8 and Table 3 for details. The figures illustrating the convergence of the
remaining electronic properties of water are shown in Appendix 4. The ground-state
energy is in excellent agreement with single-determinant literature and agrees exactly
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Figure 8: Dipole moment of water as a function of the initial path-length parameter
(L0). Path-lengths increase as time-steps decrease in accordance with Equation (45),
where τ0 = 0.0012 a.u. Convergence occurs for L0 = 151 . . . 301[50].
with Nemec et al.,62 who used an identical importance sampling function. When
compared to methods that use a multi-reference approach, the energy is slightly more
positive (our method guarantees an upper bound on the true ground-state energy).
Nonetheless, this can be easily ameliorated by using multi-determinants, albeit with
an increase in computational cost.76
Dipole, quadrupole and octupole moments, diamagnetic shielding and diamag-
netic susceptibility are in agreement with the literature. There is a nominal deviation
in the electric fields on the oxygen nucleus, which can be explained by our use of
an experimental geometry rather than a geometry that minimizes the Hartree-Fock
energy of the importance sampling function. The electric field gradients on the nu-
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Table 3: Ground-state energy and dipole moment of water in the limit of zero time-
step (τ) and as a function of path-length parameter (L0). All entries are in atomic
units (a.u.).
L0 E0 µz
101 −76.4213(37)† 0.7452(49)‡
151 −76.4256(53) 0.7506(25)
201 −76.4255(66) 0.7474(100)
251 −76.4259(99) 0.7453(78)
301 −76.4260(50) 0.7435(38)
Average∗ −76.4257(30) 0.7482(20)
† Not included in the weighted average due to a lack of convergence with the rest of the data.
‡ Not included in the weighted average because the ground-state energy at this path-length did not
converge.
∗ Variance-weighted average of the property for all included path-lengths. These properties and
their corresponding literature values are also quoted in Table 5.
clei are in good agreement with both theoretical and experimental literature values.
Lastly, the static α polarizability is in excellent agreement with high-level theory.
In several cases, our previous results obtained using reptation quantum Monte
Carlo (RQMC) underestimate both PSQMC and corresponding literature values for
lithium hydride and water. When it comes to pure-sampling of electronic properties
for these molecules, PSQMC is generally more accurate and sometimes more precise
than RQMC. However, it would be incorrect to conclude that pure-sampling done
by PSQMC is inherently more accurate than by RQMC. This is still an open ques-
tion. The path-length parameter has been optimized for PSQMC, while the chosen
algorithmic parameters for RQMC may not have been ideal.
Table 4 shows additional literature results for static α polarizability (third col-
umn) calculated with different coupled cluster methods. In our opinion, these results
are unreliable and thus were not included in Table 5. Joshi et al.77 report their
ECCSD results (labeled by a in Table 4) for αyy and αzz as having the same value
(within 0.01 a.u.). This cannot be the case due to the symmetry of the water molecule.
Furthermore, according to our and literature results, αzz should be larger than αyy by
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Table 4: Additional literature results for water polarizabilities. All entries are in
atomic units (a.u.).
Property This Work Questionable Literature Reliable Literature
αxx 9.7(3) 9.84
a, 9.353b 9.944c, 9.88d, 9.74e, 9.18f
αyy 8.8(3) 9.14
a, 9.978b 9.052c, 8.92d, 9.15e, 7.90f
αzz 9.4(1) 9.15
a, 9.613b 9.398c, 9.52d, 9.36e, 8.52f
a Explicitly correlated coupled cluster (ECCSD), Reference 77.
b CCSD, Reference 78.
c CCSD, Reference 79.
d DFT, Reference 80.
e MC SCF, Reference 81.
f SCF, Reference 82.
a minimum of 0.3 a.u. It appears that αzz reported by Joshi et al. is under-estimated
and αyy could be slightly over-estimated. Osted et al.
78 reports their CCSD results
(labeled by b in Table 4) as αyy > αzz > αxx, when ordered by magnitude. Yet from
our results and the literature, the magnitude of the polarizabilities should be ordered
as αxx > αzz > αyy. According to Table IV in the work by Jensen et al.
80, the
dynamic polarizabilities of water molecule are higher than the static polarizabilities
and increase as the frequency increases. Yet the static αyy = 9.978 a.u. reported by
Osted et al. is larger than the experimental value of αyy = 9.55 a.u. at ω = 0.088
a.u.80, which cannot be the case. Lastly, αxx reported by Osted et al. appears to be
underestimated, when compared to our results and the literature. We used the same
geometry of the water molecule as Joshi et al. and Osted et al., henceforth ruling it
out as a possible source of discrepancies. In summary, water polarizabilities reported
by Joshi et al. and Osted et al. are unreliable.
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Table 5: Ground-state energy and electronic properties of water. All entries are in
atomic units (a.u.).
Property PSQMC (QZ4P) RQMC (TZP)a Literature
E0 −76.426(3) −76.342(2) −76.4240(3)b, −76.4236(2)c,
−76.4368(4)d, −76.437(3)e, −76.4388f
µz 0.748(2) 0.758(4) 0.7238
g, 0.7268h, 0.7306i
Θxx 1.906(2) 1.918(8) 1.912
g, 1.96(2)j
Θyy −1.800(5) −1.878(7) −1.804g, −1.86(2)j
Θzz −0.109(4) −0.091(6) −0.108g, −0.10(3)j
Ωxxz 3.21(2) 3.62(1) 3.25
g, 3.206k
Ωyyz −1.32(2) −1.51(2) −1.34g, −1.332k
Ωzzz −1.89(3) −2.13(2) −1.91g, −1.874k
〈1/rO〉e 23.462(6) 23.27(1) 23.46k
〈1/rH〉e 5.7902(8) 5.763(2) 5.773k
〈r2〉e 19.40(1) 19.653(6) 19.73k, 18(2)l
〈qx/r3O〉 −0.024(8) — 0.0
〈qy/r3O〉 −0.019(4) — 0.0
〈qz/r3O〉 0.08(2) −0.01(1) 0.0
〈qx/r3H〉 0.000(1) — 0.0
〈qy/r3H〉 −0.0030(9) — 0.0
〈qz/r3H〉 0.0010(8) — 0.0
qO(xx) 1.44(5) 1.86(5) 1.59
m, 1.455(5)n
qO(yy) −1.61(3) −1.8(1) −1.79m, −1.66(1)n
qO(zz) 0.20(5) 0.35(6) 0.20
m, 0.21(1)n
qH(yy) −0.262(9) −0.30(2) −0.2932m, −0.2588(3)n
qH(aa) 0.482(6) 0.52(2) 0.5175
m, 0.4559(2)n
qH(bb) −0.198(5) −0.22(2) −0.2243m, −0.1971(2)n
α(◦) 1.16(2) 0.93(2) 1.031m, 1.27n
αxx 9.7(3) — 9.944
o, 9.88p, 9.74q, 9.18r
αyy 8.8(3) — 9.052
o, 8.92p, 9.15q, 7.90r
αzz 9.4(1) — 9.398
o, 9.52p, 9.36q, 8.52r
a Reptation quantum Monte Carlo, Reference 83, Table 3.
b Diffusion quantum Monte Carlo, Reference 62.
c Single-determinant diffusion Monte Carlo, Reference 76.
d Multi-determinant diffusion Monte Carlo, Reference 76.
e Explicitly correlated coupled cluster (CCSDTQ-R12), Reference 84.
f Experiment, Reference 85.
g SCF with electron correlation correction from CCSD(T), Reference 82.
h Experiment, Reference 86.
i Experiment, Reference 87.
j Experiment, Reference 88.
k CBS FCI, Reference 89. The value for Ωxxz is calculated from Ωyyz and Ωzzz.
l Experiment, Reference 90.
m CISD, Reference 91.
n Experiment, Reference 92.
o CCSD, Reference 79.
p DFT, Reference 80.
q MC SCF, Reference 81.
r SCF, Reference 82.
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4.3 Application to Ethylene
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Figure 9: Ground-state energy of ethylene as a function of the initial path-length
parameter (L0). Path-lengths increase as time-steps decrease in accordance with
Equation (46), where τ0 = 0.012 a.u. Convergence occurs for L0 = 60 . . . 75[5].
Our calculations for ethylene used experimental geometry from Reference 93. For
each path-length parameter, we performed 100 independent runs with 20 000 iter-
ations per run and with an additional 5 000 iterations thrown out for the purpose
of equilibration. Table 7 contains our results for ethylene. The ground-state energy
was calculated by variance-weighted averaging of converged results from four separate
values of the path-length parameter, L0 = 60 . . . 75[5]; see Figure 9 and Table 6 for
details. The ground-state energy is in good agreement with Nemec et al.,62 who used
an identical trial wave function. Our result is above the exact ground-state energy, as
expected from our obedience of the variational upper bound, but we still manage to
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Figure 10: Quadrupole moment of ethylene as a function of the initial path-length
parameter (L0). Path-lengths increase as time-steps decrease in accordance with
Equation (46), where τ0 = 0.012 a.u. Convergence occurs for L0 = 60 . . . 75[5].
recover more electron correlation energy than the CCSD(T) literature, which is not
variationally bound.
We illustrate the convergence of electronic properties using the yy-component of
the quadrupole moment, which was obtained by variance-weighted averaging of con-
verged results from four distinct values of the path-length parameter, L0 = 60 . . . 75[5];
see Figure 10 and Table 6 for details. The figures illustrating the convergence of the
remaining electronic properties of ethylene are shown in Appendix 5. It is difficult to
say how accurate our quadrupole moment is, since the literature presents a diverse set
of results and the theoretical methods employed different geometries in their calcula-
tions. Nonetheless, our results are consistent with symmetry restrictions and do not
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Table 6: Ground-state energy and yy-component of the quadrupole moment of ethy-
lene in the limit of zero time-step (τ) and as a function of path-length parameter
(L0). All entries are in atomic units (a.u.).
L0 E0 Θyy
55 −78.5542(67)† 1.325(12)‡
60 −78.5615(87) 1.318(30)
65 −78.5598(57) 1.301(17)
70 −78.5612(66) 1.309(23)
75 −78.5604(38) 1.332(19)
Average∗ −78.5605(27) 1.314(10)
† Not included in the weighted average due to a lack of convergence with the rest of the data.
‡ Not included in the weighted average because the ground-state energy at this path-length did not
converge.
∗ Variance-weighted average of the property for all included path-lengths. These properties and
their corresponding literature values are also quoted in Table 5.
show any irregularities. The electric fields agree with their theoretical values, except
for the x and y components on the hydrogen nuclei, which may reflect our use of an
experimental geometry, instead of one that minimizes the Hartree-Fock energy of the
importance sampling function. To our knowledge, diamagnetic shielding, diamag-
netic susceptibility and electric field gradients of ethylene have not been calculated
previously. We were not yet successful in calculating the static α polarizability of
ethylene and it remains a target of our future work.
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Table 7: Ground-state energy and electronic properties of ethylene. All entries are in
atomic units (a.u.).
Property PSQMC Literature
E0 −78.561(3) −78.567(0.4)a, −78.5526b, −78.5888c
Θxx −2.81(1) −2.444d, −2.5988e, −2.8419f
−2.35(14)g, −2.45h, −2.68i
Θyy 1.31(1) 1.196
d, 1.2332e, 1.2399f
1.10(7)g, 0.97h, 1.04i
Θzz 1.500(8) 1.247
d, 1.3656e, 1.6020f
1.24(14)g, 1.49h, 1.63i
〈1/rC〉e 18.484(7) —
〈1/rH〉e 6.2049(4) —
〈r2〉e 83.23(3) —
〈qx/r3C〉 −0.002(1) 0.0
〈qy/r3C〉 −0.002(1) 0.0
〈qz/r3C〉 −0.002(1) 0.0
〈qx/r3H〉 −0.0021(3) 0.0
〈qy/r3H〉 −0.0039(9) 0.0
〈qz/r3H〉 −0.0003(7) 0.0
qC(xx) 0.297(6) —
qC(yy) −0.094(7) —
qC(zz) −0.206(7) —
qH(xx) −0.164(2) —
qH(yy) 0.305(1) —
qH(zz) −0.142(1) —
The tensor qH was diagonalized.
a Diffusion quantum Monte Carlo, Reference 62.
b CCSD(T), Reference 94.
c Exact non-relativistic electronic energy, Reference 95.
d CC3, Reference 96.
e MP2, Reference 97.
f SCF, Reference 97.
g Experiment, Reference 98.
h Experiment, Reference 99.
i Experiment, Reference 100.
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4.4 Comparison with RQMC
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Figure 11: Properties of lithium hydride calculated using RQMC with reptile-length
parameter L0 = 121. Reptile-lengths increase as time-steps decrease in accordance
with Equation (45). (a) The energy is being accurately sampled at the chosen set of
time-steps, but the other properties are not; E0 = −8.0701(4), µz = 2.234(7), Θzz =
−2.87(4), Ωzzz = 5.27(18). (b) The energy value is nonsensical and disobeys the
variational upper bound, although the other properties are being accurately sampled
at the chosen set of time-steps; E0 = −8.082(3), µz = 2.291(6), Θzz = −3.10(3),
Ωzzz = 5.50(14).
We performed 100 independent runs on lithium hydride using reptation quantum
Monte Carlo (RQMC) with algorithmic parameters reported in Reference 57: path-
length (total length of the reptile) at the largest time-step (L0) equal to 121, chop-size
at the largest time-step (M0) equal to 20, and 400 000 iterations per run. The reptile-
length L at a given time-step is related to L0 by Equation (45). For the set of time-
steps shown in Figure 11a, the energy is being accurately sampled, but the remaining
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Figure 12: Properties of lithium hydride calculated using PSQMC with path-length
parameter L0 = 201. The total length of the sampled path, either X or Y , at the
largest time-step is 403. Path-lengths increase as time-steps decrease in accordance
with Equation (45). Here, the energy and other properties are accurately sampled
simultaneously at the chosen set of time-steps; E0 = −8.0709(4), µz = 2.310(4),
Θzz = −3.13(2), Ωzzz = 5.62(8).
properties are not. The reverse is true for the time-steps shown in Figure 11b. The
other properties are being accurately sampled, but there is too much time-step bias
for the energy to be accurately determined. Its value in the limit of zero time-step
violates the variational energy upper bound.
Another set of 100 independent runs on lithium hydride was performed using pure-
sampling quantum Monte Carlo (PSQMC), where L0 = 201 and each run consumed
20 000 iterations. The results are shown in Figure 12. Here, L0 is the length of paths
X and Y , emanating from the middle to their ends, and the total length of path Z,
each at the largest time-step; see Figure 1. Again, the path-length L at a given time-
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Figure 13: CPU time versus time-step for RQMC and PSQMC runs shown in Fig-
ures 11 and 12. RQMC reptile-lengths and PSQMC path-lengths at corresponding
values of the time-steps are shown above the bars. τA . . . τF are 0.002 . . . 0.012[0.002]
a.u. for PSQMC (energy and other properties) and RQMC (energy). τA . . . τF are
0.02 . . . 0.12[0.02] a.u. for RQMC (other properties).
step is related to L0 by Equation (45). In this case, the energy and other properties
are accurately sampled simultaneously at the chosen set of time-steps. (We alert the
reader to the fact that property values quoted in Figure 12 are based on runs with a
single choice of L0, while those reported in Table 2 are a variance-weighted average
over multiple values of L0).
In Figure 13, we display the CPU time per run for RQMC and PSQMC, both
performed on an Intel Xeon 2.2 GHz CPU at each time-step, for the cases where
accurate sampling is observed. PSQMC is seen to be more computationally-efficient
than RQMC by nearly a factor of two. In order to achieve the same efficiency as
PSQMC, one could reduce the number of RQMC iterations. However, this would
increase the RQMC error bars, which are already larger than those of PSQMC.
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Figure 14: Metropolis acceptance rates versus time-steps for RQMC and PSQMC, cor-
responding to runs shown in Figures 11 and 12. RQMC reptile-lengths and PSQMC
path-lengths at corresponding values of the time-steps are indicated below the points.
The method used to construct the paths in PSQMC has the beneficial effect of
reducing the serial correlation for pure-sampling, but at the cost of reduced acceptance
rates relative to those of RQMC. A comparison is made for lithium hydride in Figure
14. As expected, the acceptance rates decrease as the path-lengths increase, but
the acceptance rate for PSQMC at the smallest time-step (largest path-length) is still
large enough to sample configuration space effectively. The same holds true for water:
PSQMC acceptance rates at the smallest time-step range from 58% to 48% for runs
with L0 = 201 to 301, respectively.
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5 Conclusion
We described a pure-sampling quantum Monte Carlo (PSQMC) algorithm that accu-
rately samples properties from both mixed and pure electron distributions simultane-
ously and maintains the simplicity of fixed-node diffusion Monte Carlo, which samples
only from the mixed distribution. In common with reptation quantum Monte Carlo
(RQMC), the heart of our new algorithm is the Metropolis decision. This ensures that
PSQMC is free of population control bias and provides stability when it is employed
with large path-lengths. Conversely, PSQMC does not use reptation to generate new
paths. Our implementation of the new algorithm converges to a threshold value of the
path-length parameter. Averaging results taken at the threshold value and beyond
provides accurate estimates of properties that are free from time-step and regression-
model bias. In addition, the observed convergence gives us confidence in our choice
of algorithmic parameters. The only source of error in our algorithm is the fixed-
node approximation, which stems from the mismatch of the nodal hypersurface of
the importance sampling function with that of the exact ground-state wave function.
For the purpose of sampling both mixed and pure distributions simultaneously in
runs performed at a single set of time-steps, PSQMC is more efficient than RQMC,
but one expects the Metropolis acceptance rates for PSQMC to be less than those
for RQMC. For small molecules considered here, the Metropolis acceptance rates are
still sufficiently large to properly sample configuration space. Work is in progress in
our laboratory to explore this issue in applications to large molecules.
In our application of PSQMC, we found excellent agreement with the accepted
values for the energy and a variety of other properties for lithium hydride, water and
ethylene molecules. For lithium hydride, we observed excellent agreement between
the experimental results and our values for the dipole moment and the electric field
gradients. In the case of water, our dipole moment overestimates the experiment by
about 10% but the electric field gradients are in good agreement with the experi-
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mental results. It is difficult to compare our quadrupole moment of ethylene with
experimental literature, due to conflicting results, but it does agree with at least one
of them. We were able to provide insight in the disagreement between various lit-
erature results for the static α polarizability of water. Finally, we reported several
properties of ethylene that have not been previously reported in the literature.
Current and future work in our lab involves performing PSQMC calculations on
large molecules, such as polyacetylene and polyfuran, in combination with impor-
tance sampling functions obtained from Density Functional Theory. We wish to use
the strengths of our algorithm, namely unambiguous convergence in path-length and
its ability to perform pure-sampling, to investigate the nodal hypersurfaces of these
functions and identify the ones that have the best nodes.
Other methods that we foresee enjoying more attention and development in the
future are path integral ground state (PIGS)43–45 and full configuration interaction
quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC)33,34, both of which are capable of pure-sampling.
The latter method is especially worthwhile, because it does not rest upon the fixed-
node approximation and it is capable of calculating excited states.33,34
Another direction that should be explored is the use of graphics processing units
(GPUs) to accelerate quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations. Some groups have
already started to utilize GPUs in their QMC calculations101–104, reporting a substan-
tial performance increase of up to 150 times.104 Nonetheless, there is plenty of room
for further performance increases. This can be evident from the field of molecular
dynamics, which started to experiment with GPUs much earlier and achieved a per-
formance increase in excess of 700 times.105 Ultimately, using GPUs will increase the
efficiency of QMC methods and allow us to study much larger and more challenging
systems.
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A Appendix
A.1 Derivation of the Modified Schro¨dinger Equation
To derive the modified Schro¨dinger equation presented in this work, let us start with
the well-known, time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation:
HˆΦ(r, t) = ih¯
∂
∂t
Φ(r, t) (47)(
− h¯
2
2me
∇2 + V (r)
)
Φ(r, t) = ih¯
∂
∂t
Φ(r, t) (48)
Next, rewrite this equation in imaginary time (it) and atomic units. At the same
time, introduce a constant shift in the zero-point energy, denoted by ET . This will
prove useful once we look for the ground-state solution to the modified Schro¨dinger
equation. Accordingly, we obtain the following expression:(
−1
2
∇2 + V (r)− ET
)
Φ(r, t) = − ∂
∂t
Φ(r, t) (49)
At this point, multiply both sides of this equation by the known guiding wave-
function, Ψ(r). Let us also supress the dependence on r and t for the sake of notational
simplicity. By doing so, we arrive at:
Ψ
(
−1
2
∇2 + V − ET
)
Φ = −Ψ∂Φ
∂t
(50)
Ψ
(
−1
2
∇2 + V − ET
)
Φ = − ∂
∂t
(ΦΨ) + Φ
∂Ψ
∂t
(51)
Since Ψ(r) is time-independent, then Φ
∂Ψ
∂t
= 0. Using this result, we can write
aforementioned equation as:
Ψ
(
−1
2
∇2 + V − ET
)
Φ = − ∂
∂t
(ΦΨ) (52)
Using a vector identity, ∇2 (ΦΨ) = Ψ∇2Φ + Φ∇2Ψ + 2∇Φ ·∇Ψ, express the previous
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equation as:
−1
2
(∇2 (ΦΨ)− Φ∇2Ψ− 2∇Φ · ∇Ψ)+ V ΦΨ− ETΦΨ = − ∂
∂t
(ΦΨ) (53)
−1
2
∇2 (ΦΨ) + 1
2
Φ∇2Ψ +∇Φ · ∇Ψ + V ΦΨ− ETΦΨ = − ∂
∂t
(ΦΨ) (54)
Applying yet another vector identity, ∇ · (Φ∇Ψ) = ∇Φ · ∇Ψ + Φ∇2Ψ, write it as:
−1
2
∇2 (ΦΨ)− 1
2
Φ∇2Ψ +∇ · (Φ∇Ψ) + V ΦΨ− ETΦΨ = − ∂
∂t
(ΦΨ) (55)
Finally, rearrange some terms in this equation to obtain:
−1
2
∇2 (ΦΨ) +∇ ·
(
ΦΨ
∇Ψ
Ψ
)
+
(
−1
2
∇2Ψ
Ψ
+ V − ET
)
ΦΨ = − ∂
∂t
(ΦΨ) (56)
By substituting the following three equations into the previous equation,
f(r, t) = Φ(r, t)Ψ(r) (57)
F(r) =
∇Ψ(r)
Ψ(r)
(58)
Eloc(r) = −1
2
∇2Ψ(r)
Ψ(r)
+ V (r) =
HˆΨ(r)
Ψ(r)
(59)
we obtain the following expression:
−1
2
∇2f(r, t) +∇ · (f(r, t)F(r)) + (Eloc(r)− ET ) f(r, t) = −∂f(r, t)
∂t
(60)
On the surface, this appears to be the modified Schro¨dinger equation, but it is
not quite so. This equation still depends on time, unlike the equation presented
in the Theory section. Furthermore, this equation depends on the arbitrary state
Φ(r, t), and not the ground-state Φ0. These discrepancies can be ameliorated by
considering the general solution to the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation in the
form of a stationary state. Expressing it as a complete set of eigenfunctions φ(r, t)
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and corresponding energy eigenvalues Ei of the Hamiltonian, to obtain:
Φ(r, t) =
∞∑
i=0
cie
−(Ei−ET )tφi(r) (61)
Only the term corresponding to the lowest energy state, E0, will contribute to the
sum in Equation (61) at sufficiently long times. Since we are trying to obtain the
ground-state solution, the coefficient c0 6= 0 and Equation (61) reduces to:
Φ(r, t) = c0e
−(E0−ET )tφ0(r) (62)
At this point, we choose to fix ET to be the true ground-state energy, ET = E0.
In doing so, the aforementioned asymptotic solution is revealed to be a steady-state
solution corresponding to the exact, time-independent, ground-state wave-function
φ0(r). We can define this solution as Φ0 = φ0(r) and use it in our definition for f(r, t)
to obtain:
f = f(r) = Φ0(r)Ψ(r) (63)
Using this expression in conjunction with Equation (60), we finally recover the pro-
posed, time-independent, modified Schro¨dinger equation:
−1
2
∇2f +∇ · (fF(r)) + (Eloc(r)− E0) f = −∂f
∂t
= 0 (64)
An important point to consider is the consequence of using the asymptotic limit
with respect to time in order to obtain the modified Schro¨dinger equation and its
solution presented above. Any method that relies on this equation must undergo
sufficient equilibration in order to discard solutions corresponding to the mixture of
excited and ground states, provided that one is trying to obtain the ground-state
solution. Conversely, one could extract information about the excited states from
such a mixture, which is a feat outside of the scope of this work.
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A.2 Derivation of the Energy Estimator
Here, we describe how to obtain Equation (25) and why sampling from the mixed
distribution would yield the exact ground-state energy. Keep in mind that we cannot
sample the energy from the pure distribution in our method, because we do not know
Φ0 exactly. We start by writing the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation:
Hˆ|Φ0〉 = E0|Φ0〉 (65)
Next, we multiply both sides by 〈Ψ| and re-arrange for E0:
〈Ψ|Hˆ|Φ0〉 = 〈Ψ|E0|Φ0〉 (66)
〈Ψ|Hˆ|Φ0〉 = E0〈Ψ|Φ0〉 (67)
E0 =
〈Ψ|Hˆ|Φ0〉
〈Ψ|Φ0〉 (68)
We can re-write this in integral representation, whilst supressing the complex conju-
gates since our wave functions are real.
E0 =
∫
Ψ(r)HˆΦ0(r)dr∫
Ψ(r)Φ0(r)dr
=
∫
Ψ(r)
(
HˆΨ(r)
Ψ(r)
)
Φ0(r)dr∫
Ψ(r)Φ0(r)dr
=
∫
Ψ(r)Eloc(r)Φ0(r)dr∫
Ψ(r)Φ0(r)dr
(69)
=
∫
Ψ(r)Φ0(r)Eloc(r)dr∫
Ψ(r)Φ0(r)dr
=
∫
f(r)Eloc(r)dr∫
f(r)dr
(70)
where we used the fact that Eloc(r) =
HˆΨ(r)
Ψ(r)
and f(r) = Ψ(r)Φ0(r). Finally, we can
use the law of large numbers with the result from above to arrive at:
E0 =
1
I
I∑
i=1
Eloc(ri) (71)
which is our Equation (25), where I is the number of samples (iterations) of Eloc
obtained from a mixed distribution of electrons ri. This expression is advantageous
since it does not require us to calculate the action of Hˆ on Φ0, which we do not know.
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A.3 Graphs of the Ground-state Energy and Electronic Prop-
erties of Lithium Hydride
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